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Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 691 IntrodutionThe Network Aess Servers (NAS) are one of the most important partsof the modern Internet struture. A NAS is the first network devie toprovide the end-user servie and is a gateway for further servies. ModernNAS support a big variety of servies and are implemented using a highdiversity of tehnial bases. The area is demonstrated by the high growthof the number and omplexity of using NAS leading to the big intensityof the researh related to software and hardware implementation (See forexample [1, 2℄).The exhibited tendenies imply two motivations for performane re-lated researh in the area. The first one is that the NAS developers need topredit the performane of the systems they reate. The seond one is thatproviders using NAS in a ommerial manner have to define parametersof their NAS instanes to provide appropriate servie and ost-effiienylevels. Providers also need strategies for NAS managing and apaityplanning.In this paper we propose an approah to evaluating NAS performanewhih is based on the queueing model. Mainly we onentrate on twometris of NAS performane key interest. Those are availability and uti-lization. We understand the availability as a fration of arrived remotealls whih have got aess to the NAS related with the total number ofremote alls. Availability may be related to well-known performane met-ris suh as throughput and bloking probability. For the simplest asesbloking probability is a good measure of availability. Complex systemsreate the neessity to onsider a set of values desribing the behaviorof different parts of the system (for instane the set of partial blokingprobabilities). In the terms of throughput, availability is understood asrelation of atual throughput to the maximal one.Considering the NAS hannel as a server and a data transmissionsession as a servie one may model NAS as a lassial queue M jGjmj0.For the ase the distribution of busy hannels is given by the Erlangformula pn = �ii! mPj=1 �jj! ; (1.1)wherem is the number of NAS hannels and � is the relation of the arrival



70 Olga I. Bogoiavlenskaiarate to the servie rate. Although modern teleommuniation systemsin most ases demonstrate behavior whih does not fit the Poisson flowassumption [4℄ that is aeptable in the NAS ase. Here we treat the flowof users' single alls but not the flow of the data pakets they generateand hene we may appeal to the flows entral limit theorem [5℄. We alsorefer to [6℄ whih notes Poisson's property of single task flow and to ourinvestigations of the Erlang model validity for NAS's simplest analysis [8℄.This point looks like the end of the story. The probability pm gives usthe measure of availability and 1 � p0 defines utilization. Unfortunatelythese simple onsiderations are not enough for many pratial ases dueto the omplex heterogeneous nature of most modern implementations.As the NAS provide different lasses of servies for the different lassesof ustomers, its performane metris must be evaluated orrespondinglyto the atual onfigurations. Due to the NAS heterogeneity general fig-ures given by (1.1) may have a different meaning for different lasses ofustomers or servies. Therefore harateristis related to the real on-figuration are very important as they allow preise managing of the NASinluding the managing of the struture of its heterogeneity.The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Setion two desribesthe possible soures of NAS heterogeneity, briefly presents the generalmodel and gives some examples of its usage for an availability evaluation.Setion three onsiders simple examples of apaity planning. Setionfour presents the extension of the general model whih allows onsideringthe details of the data transmission proess and Setion five onsiders theproblem of the model's parameters estimation.2 Availability and utilization forthe heterogeneous NASWe onentrate on the base soures whih determine the NAS heterogene-ity. The first one omes from the NAS itself, as it may onsists of differentparts with different servie abilities. These parts provide different servierates inside one NAS instane. The seond one is the workload whihtypially has a very ompliated struture. We have to note that in mostases NAS workload haraterization is a very omplex problem and it isout of the sope of this work. At this point we suppose that workload is



Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 71divided into several lasses whih are haraterized by unique arrival andservie rates.The last important point of the onfiguration is the rule of arrival,as the NAS may have expliit or hidden aess limitation or preferenes.Suh rules also may serve as a tool for NAS management. Thus startingfrom those three points we have proposed a queueing system whih modelskey features of the NAS heterogeneity struture.The queuing system to be onsidered onsists of several groups ofservers. All servers in a group are of equal apaity. The number ofservers in a group is finite.Let us define the system state vetor N = (n1; : : : ; ns), where s isthe total number of groups and ni; (i = 1; : : : ; s) is the number of busyservers in the group i. If, at a time t, the system is in the state N then theprobability of a new ustomer arrival into the group i in the time t+�tis �i(N)�t + o(�t). The probability of two or more arrivals during theperiod �t is of the order o(�t). Let mi be the number of servers in agroup. An arriving ustomer hooses the server it will oupy randomly,there are no priorities assoiated with the servers.If all servers in a group are busy a ustomer arriving in the group islost. Let us denote a queuing system speified above with �.The ustomer servie time in the group i is a realization of the ran-dom variable �i with finite expetation and arbitrary distribution fun-tion G(x).Unfortunately the analytial general solution for the model is eitherbeyond reah or extremely umbersome. But there exists a wide sublassof models whih allow to obtain expliitly the distribution of the vetor Nin the produt form. In this ase the distribution possesses the invarianeproperty (i.e. depends on G(x) only through its mean). The sublass isdefined by the restrition on funtions �i(N) and nevertheless inludesmost pratially important ases. See for details [3, 8℄. Let us now on-sider some simple examples whih illustrate how to evaluate availabilityand utilization using the model desribed above.Example. Two types of allsSuppose that NAS serves two types of alls (ustomers) with two dif-ferent traffi intensities (i.e. the ratio of arrival rate and servie rate) �1and �2. If m is the total number of NAS hannels then the (1.1) givesus the general loss probability for � = �1 + �2. If we know the size of



72 Olga I. Bogoiavlenskaiathe user population fration whih essentially ontributes eah type ofworkload then the important question of availability is: does the NASustomer share its resoure in a proportion whih may be treated as fairor desirable? Using the presented model one may alulate� The probability that the system serves only the ustomers of thefirst lass p1 = mXn1=1 p(n1; 0) = G mXi=1 �i1i! ; (2.1)where G is the normalizing onstant.� The probability that the system serves only the ustomers of theseond lass p2 = mXn2=1 p(n2; 0) = G mXi=1 �i2i! ; (2.2)� The probability that NAS serves equal number of eah lass of us-tomers p(n1 = n2) = m=2Xi=1 �i1i! �i2i! : (2.3)Now if the essential ontribution of the seond type of alls flow isprovided by 10% of the whole user population, �2 >> �1 and p2 = 0:6 anadministrator may onlude that the resoure sharing is unfair or deideto wait while p2 will reah 0:8.Now let �1 � �2 but �1 >> �2 and �1 >> �2, i.e. there is an intensiveflow of short alls and light flow of long alls. In the ase p1 � p2, but sinethe arrival rate of short alls is essentially bigger than that of the longalls, the number of rejeted short alls is bigger (in average) for the fixedtime period. Thus in this ase the NAS must provide different levels ofavailability for the different lasses of the ustomers. The availability leveldiversifiation is also important if NAS serves some ritial appliationswith high requirements for availability due to its nature or importane.The general utilization of the desribed system is trivially alulatedfrom the model as U = 1 � p0. The model also allows to obtain partial



Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 73utilization related to different types of workload. The measure of systemutilization by the first lass of ustomers isU1 = 1� p2 � p0 (2.4)and by the seond lass of ustomers isU2 = 1� p1 � p0 : (2.5)3 Two examples of the availabilityontrol poliies3.1 Restritions of the onnetion timeLet the NAS administration observe that several users establish very longsessions and hene reate a big workload inreasing the bloking proba-bility. We onsider the following question. If one deides to set a marginfor the maximal remote onnetion time with the aim to reah a ertainlevel of the NAS availability then the question is: what is the marginalvalue providing the given availability level? Here we onsider a pure Er-langian ase as it illustrates the approah and allows to avoid unneessaryompliations. The following two steps solve the problem.1. Let ~p be the desired value of the bloking probability. The modelyields the equation to find the servie rate � providing ~p under thegiven arrival rate �. f(�) = ~p ; (3.1)where f(�) is defined aording to (1.1). Let ~� denote the solutionof (3.1).2. Let G(x) be the urrent servie time distribution with the expeta-tion 1=�0. Setting the onnetion time's margin t0 means that weset P(t > t0) = 0 and P(t = t0) = 1�G(t0). Sine1�0 = 1Z0 xdG(x) ; (3.2)



74 Olga I. Bogoiavlenskaiathe ase of restrited onnetion time yields the equation1~� = t0Z0 xdG(x) + t0(1�G(t0)) ; (3.3)The solution of (3.3) is the upper margin of the onnetion time.The preise solution of (3.1) and (3.3) look intriate, but both fun-tions are monotonously inreasing and hene fit for numerial methods.Using equation (3.3) needs an assumption on the view of servie timesdistribution.3.2 Flow ontrolAt this point we present a simple example to illustrate how to reon-figure the NAS struture and to evaluate the harateristis of the newonfiguration using the proposed queueing model.Let us onsider NAS with the m hannels whih serves two types ofthe ustomers reating the workload �1 and �2. Let the first type of theustomers be of big importane for NAS users and need a higher level ofavailability. Thus, NAS is extended by the m1 hannels whih serve theustomers of the first lass and rejet the ustomers of the seond lass.The queuing model allows obtaining the following distributionp(n1; n2) = G�n11n1! �n22n2! ; (3.4)where n1 and n2 are the number of first and seond types of ustomers inthe system n1+n2 < m+m1 and n2 < m. Here the bloking probabilityfor the first lass of ustomers isp1loss = Xn1+n2=m+m1p(n1 + n2) : (3.5)Unfortunately in this ase the distribution (3.4) does not let us al-ulate the exat value of the loss probability for the seond lass of theustomers, but it gives the estimation:p2loss � p1loss : (3.6)



Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 75Another possible solution is to split NAS and let eah type of the us-tomers address a predefined set of hannels. This solution allows to keepthe desirable value of the bloking probability for eah type of ustomerby hoosing an appropriate number of the hannels. The distribution(3.4) stays true for this ase also. The arrival rule partiipates in (3.4)through normalizing onstant G. Besides the bloking probabilities thedistribution (3.4) also yields the probabilities of being idle (for the wholesystem or its part), the values of utilizations, means, varianes, et.Note, that under these strutures NAS may rejet alls even if thereare free hannels.4 The detailed analysis of the datatransmission proessLet us onsider the following extension of the queueing model �. Let ussuppose that the ustomers have a ompound struture. Eah ustomeronsists of a finite number of independent units. The number of units ina ustomer is denoted by the random variable �, with the distributionPf� = kg = �k ; k = 1; 2; : : : : (4.1)Obviously, 1Xk=1 �k = 1and �0 = 0: Let us assume that the expetation of � is finite. All units ofa ustomer are served without delay one by one, in the order of arrival.For the extended model we have obtained the joint distribution of thefollowing event�the queue is in the state N and the jth busy hannel ingroup i serves the rji th unit of the ustomer. This distribution may betreated as a disrete analog of the supplementary variables method [7℄.The joint distribution investigates the disrete interpretation of the datatransfer proess sine it orresponds with the original objets and theterminology aepted in the area. Teleommuniation systems typiallyproess bytes, pakets, files, appliation, et. whih obviously are mea-sured using disrete units.



76 Olga I. BogoiavlenskaiaThe ompound ustomers approah demonstrates high flexibility.Sine it allows a large variety of the ustomer unit interpretations, itpromises to be fruitful for the large diversity of the performane problems.Besides the units transfered analysis the ompound ustomers approahan evaluate the ase of unreliable onnetions. In this ase the transferperiod and the period of reovery are treated as independent units of asingle ustomer.Let us onsider the NAS with unreliable hannel. We assume thatduring the onnetion time the line breaks and then reovers i times withthe probability pi. Let B be the expetation of the random variable i.The onnetion starts with the period of data transfer whih is followedby the period of line reovering. Suppose that a session always ends bythe data transfer period. Here one may treat the transfer and reoveringperiods as units of a ustomer. The probability �i of there being i unitsin the ustomer is �i = � pb i2  ; if i is odd0 ; otherwise (4.2)Let Fi = 1Pj=i �j . Aording to the definition of �i, Fi = Fi+1 = 1Pj=b i2  pjfor every even i. In this model the transmission periods orrespond to theodd units and the silene periods orrespond to the even one. Henethe extended � model derives the probability of the following event�k hannels are broken among n busy hannels. We again onsider theErlang queue for simpliity. The probability of k partiular hannels aresilent (i.e. are reovering after a break) if n > k of them are busy ispn;k = p0����n0� Xodd ij kYj=1Fij1A0� Xeven is n�kYj=1 Fis1A : (4.3)Note that 0� Xodd ij kYj=1Fij1A = Bk (4.4)and 0� Xeven is n�kYj=1 Fis1A = (B + sXi=0 pi)n�k = (B + 1)n�k : (4.5)



Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 77Hene the probability of any k hannels being silent if n hannels arebusy is pkn = p0����n�nk�Bk(B + 1)n�k (4.6)and the probability of n hannels being busy in spite of the type of theirativity (transmission or reovery) ispkn = p0��(B +B + 1)� �n = p0��(2B + 1)� �n : (4.7)Now let us suppose that in the previous model the session ends bythe transmission period with probability P and by the silene period withprobability 1� P . In this ase�i = ( (1� P )pb i2  if i is oddPpb i2  otherwise (4.8)Here the summation by the odd indies yields the same result as theformula (4.4) does. For the even indies one may obtainXeven is n�kYj=1 Fis = (B + 1� P (1� p0))n�k : (4.9)Now to alulate pkn and pn one needs to replae (B +1) by (B +1�P (1� p0)) in (4.6) and (4.7).5 The parameters estimationfor the NAS modelsThe model � presented in Setion 2 and the extended � (Setion 4) aimat representing the real NAS in terms of their performane. The modelslearly extrat a set of variables whih are meaningful for evaluation ofNAS key performane harateristis. For eah NAS, in spite of its stru-ture and implementation, the model parameters form three groups: theset of the servie rates, the set of the arrival rates and the arrival rulewhih sets the orrespondene between arriving ustomers and the NAShannels.



78 Olga I. BogoiavlenskaiaThe soure of the information for obtaining parameters mentionedabove is supposed to be the NAS registration system. Nowadays most ofthem keep information about onnetion start and stop time, the amountof data transfered, the protools and the servies used, et. The infor-mation of the registration system ombined with several general fatsabout the implementation under analysis are suffiient to extrat the in-put parameters for the proposed model. But in some pratial ases thespeialty of the NAS ativity reates the lak of input information. Webriefly disuss most typial ases.It is natural to aept the average number of the alls arriving in thetime unit as an estimation for the arrival rate. Nevertheless a registrationsystem typially does not make notes about rejeted alls arriving in abloked system. Hene at least at the peaks the arrival rate observed atNAS forms just a part of the whole arrival rate.The estimation of the servie rate typially is set as average numberof the ustomers (alls) departing from the NAS in the time unit. Inthe NAS ase this value integrates many tehnial aspets in one figure.Also it may depend on the number of busy hannels. If so the average isuseless.The rule of arrival sometimes is given expliitly. It happens if theNAS administration diretly regulates the arrival flow. But typially auser preferenes also ontribute to the rule of arrival. This ontribution islatent and the analyst is supposed to have an assumption basing on extrainformation, ommon sense and personal experiene.In the ases of inomplete input information we set the reverse prob-lem, i.e. to reestablish full input information on the base of the modeland observing performane harateristis. Thus besides prediting theperformane for the known system state and workload the model allowsobtaining the desription of the urrent NAS instane. For example, plan-ing NAS availability needs to foreast its workload. The foreast needspreise information on the urrent workload but the whole arrival is notregistered at the system as we mentioned above. The model rebuilds theatual arrival rate.We again address the Erlangian queue for simpliity. Let pn be theprobability of the number of busy hannels, T is the observation periodand Tn is the amount of time when any n hannels was busy simultane-ously. We aept qn = TnT as an estimation of pn and then onsider the



Availability Planning of the Network Aess Server 79least square funtion. mXi=1 �p0(�)�ii! � qn�2 �! min : (5.1)Let ~� be the value minimizing the least square funtion. Hene the totalarrival flow is estimated as ~� = ~��. If the servie rate information isalso inomplete then � should be estimated from another set of data. Forinstane one may use periods of light load where the arrival flow is fullyobservable.The ase of inomplete information about the arrival rule needs toestimate the funtions �i(N).6 ConlusionDue to the inreasing role of the NAS for Internet ommuniations wepresent an approah whih aims at evaluation of the key performanefeatures of the NAS. The approah bases on our reent results onerningthe heterogeneous queuing model with loss. The model is developed toreflet the main features of the NAS. We present several examples whihillustrate how to use the model to evaluate availability and utilization ofthe urrent NAS implementations and how to plan future modifiations.We also present the extension of a queueing model whih treats the detailsof the data transmission proess. The extended model is illustrated by theexample of NAS with unreliable hannels. The rest of the paper onsidersthe issues of the model input parameters estimation.Referenes[1℄ Mitton D., Beadles M., Network Aess Server Requirements NestGeneration. NAS Model, RFC 2881, July 2000.[2℄ Mitton D., Network Aess Servers Requirements: Extended RADIUSPraties. RFC 2882, July 2000.[3℄ Gnedenko B. V., Kovalenko I. N., Queuing theory. Jerusalem: IsraelProgram for Sientifi Translation . 1968.
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